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Abstract-In this paper, the authors study the theory of soft sets mitiated by Molodtsov. The 
authors define equality of two soft sets, subset and super set of a soft set, complement of a soft set, 
null soft set, and absolute soft set with examples. Soft binary operations like AND, OR and also the 
operations of union, intersection are defined. DeMorgan’s laws and a number of results are verified 
in soft set theory. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of our traditional tools for formal modeling, reasoning, and computing are crisp, deter- 
ministic, and precise in character. However, there are many complicated problems in economics, 
engineering, environment, social science, medical science, etc., that involve data which are not 
always all crisp. We cannot successfully use classical methods because of various types of un- 
certainties present in these problems. There are theories, viz., theory of probability, theory of 
fuzzy sets [l], theory of intuitionistic fuzzy sets [2,3], theory of vague sets [4], theory of interval 
mathematics, [3,5], and theory of rough sets [6] which can be considered as mathematical tools 
for dealing with uncertainties. But all these theories have their inherent difficulties as pointed out 
in [7]. The reason for these difficulties is, possibly, the inadequency of the parametrization tool of 
the theories. Consequently, Molodtsov [7] initiated the concept of soft theory as a mathematical 
tool for dealing with uncertainties which is free from the above difficulties. (We are aware of the 
soft sets defined by Pawlak [8], which is a different concept and useful to solve some other type 
of problems.) Soft set theory has a rich potential for applications in several directions, few of 
which had been shown by Molodtsov in his pioneer work [7]. In the present paper, we make a 
theoretical study of the “Soft Set Theory ” in more detail. 
2. THEORY OF SOFT SETS 
Molodtsov [7] defined the soft set in the following way. Let U be an initial universe set and E 
be a set of parameters. Let P(U) denotes the power set of U and A c E. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. (See 171.) A pair (F, A) IS called a soft set over U, where F is a mapping given 
by 
F:A+P(U). 
In other words, a soft set over U is a parametrized family of subsets of the universe c’. For t i- A. 
F(E) may be considered as the set of c-approximate elements of the soft set (F, .4). Clearly, a 
soft set is not a set. For illustration, Molodtsov considered several examples in [7]] one of which 
we present below. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose the following. 
U is the set of houses under consideration. 
E is the set of parameters. Each parameter is a word or a sentence. 
E = {expensive; beautiful; wooden; cheap; in the green surroundings; modern; in good 
repair; in bad repair}. 
In this case, to define a soft set means to point out expensive houses, beautiful houses, and so 
on. The soft set (F, E) describes the “attractiveness of the houses” which Mr. X (say) is going 
to buy. 
We consider below the same example in more detail for our next discussion. 
Suppose that there are six houses in the universe U given by 
U = {hl,h2,h3,h4,h5rh6) and E= {el,e2,e3,e4,es): 
where 
el stands for the parameter ‘expensive’, 
e2 stands for the parameter ‘beautiful’, 
e3 stands for the parameter ‘wooden’, 
e4 stands for the parameter ‘cheap’, 
e5 stands for the parameter ‘in the green surroundings’. 
Suppose that 
Wed = {hz, hd, 
F(e) = {h, h3), 
W-4 = fh3, h4, h51, 
F(e4) = {hl, h3, h5), 
F(e5) = {hl) 
The soft set (F, E) 1s a parametrized family {F(e,), i = 1,2,3,. ,8} of subsets of the set U and 
gives us a collection of approximate descriptions of an object. Consider the mapping F which 
is “houses (.)” where dot (.) is to be filled up by a parameter e E E. Therefore, F(el) means 
“houses (expensive)” whose functional-value is the set { hz, ha}. 
Thus, we can view the soft set (F, E) as a collection of approximations as below: (F, E) = 
{expensive houses = { h2, h4}, beautiful houses = { hl , h3}, wooden houses = { h3, h4, h5}, cheap 
houses = {hl, h3, h5}, in the green surroundings = {hl}}, where each approximation has two 
parts: 
(i) a predicate p; and 
(ii) an approximate value-set u (or simply to be called value-set u). 
For example, for the approximation “expensive houses = {hz, h4}“, we have the following: 
(i) the predicate name is expensive houses; and 
(ii) the approximate value set or value set is { h2, h4). 
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Table 1. Tabular representation of a soft set. 
-G- 
h, 
hz 
h3 
h4 
hs 
h6 - I 
‘Expensive’ ‘Beautiful’ ‘Wooden’ ‘Cheap’ ‘In the green surroundings’ 
0 1 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Thus, a soft set, (F, E) can be viewed as a collection of approxirp/atio 
,It 
below: 
(F,E)={pl=vl,pz=v2,...,p,=v,}. 
For the purpose of storing a soft set in a computer, we could represent a soft set in the form of 
Table 1, (corresponding to the soft set in the above example). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The class of all value sets of a soft set (F, E) is called value-class of the soft 
set and is denoted by C~F,E). 
For the above example, C~F,E) = {VI, 212,. ,v,}. Clearly, C(F,E) c P(U). 
DEFINITION 2.3. For two soft sets (F,A) and (G,B) over a common universe U, we say that 
(F, A) is a soft subset of (G, B) if 
(i) A c B, and 
(ii) VE E A, F(E) and G( ) E are identical approximations. 
We write (F, A)c(G, B). 
(F, A) is said to be a soft super set of (G, B), if (G, B) is a soft subset of (F, A). We denote it 
by (F, A) %G, B). 
DEFINITION 2.4. EQUALITY OF Two SOFT SETS. Two soft sets (F,A) and (G, B) over a 
common universe U are said to be soft equal if (F, A) is a soft subset of (G, B) and (G, B) is a 
soft subset of (F, A). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A = {elre3,e5} c E, and B = {e1,e2,e3,e5} c E. 
Clearly, A c B. 
Let (F, A) and (G, B) be two soft sets over the same universe U = {hl, h2, hs, /I*, h5, h6} such 
that 
G(ed = {h h), G(e) = {hl, h), We31 = {h3,h4,h5}, 
G(e5) = {h), and 
F(4 = {h2, h4, F(e3) = (h3, h4, k,}, F(e5) = {hl) 
Therefore, (F, A)c(G, B). 
DEFINITION 2.5. NOT SET OF A SET OF PARAMETERS. Let E = {el, e2, es,. , e,} be a set of 
parameters. The NOT set of E denoted by 1 E is defined by 1 E = (1 el, 1 e2,, es, ,I e,} where 
lei = not ei, Vi. (It may be noted that 1 and 1 are different operators.) 
The following results are obvious. 
PROPOSITION’~. 1. 
1. ](]A) = A. 
2. l(A u B) = (lAu]B). 
3. l(An B) = (1AnlB). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the example as presented in Example 2.1. 
Here, 1 E ={not expensive; not, beautiful; not wooden; not cheap; not in the green surround- 
ings} 
DEFIN~TKIN 2.6. COMPLEMENT SOFT SET OF A SOFT SET. The complement of’ a soft set 
(F: A) is denoted by (F, A)” and is defined b-y (F:A)C = (Fc,lA)j where F” :]A + P(U) is 21 
mapping given by FC(~) = U - F(lcu),V’cr E]A. 
Let US call F” to be the soft complement function of F. Clearly (F”)” is the same as F and 
((F, A)“)” = (F, .4). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider Example 2.1. 
Here (F,E)“={not expensive houses={hl,ha,h5,h6}, not beautiful houses = {hz, hd, h5! hb}. 
not wooden houses = { hl, hl, hs}, not cheap houses = {hz, hq, hs}, not in the green surroundings 
houses = {hz, h3, hq, hs, h6)). 
DEFINITION 2.7. NULL SOFT SET. A soft set (F,A) over U is said to be a NULL soft set 
denoted by a, ifVE E A, F(E) = 4, (null-set,). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Suppose that, 
U is the set of wooden houses under consideration; 
A is the set of parameters. 
Let there be five houses in the universe U given by 
I-J = {hlrh2,h3rh4,&} and A = {brick; muddy; steel; stone}. 
The soft set (F, A) describes the “construction of the houses”. The soft sets (F, A) is defined 
as 
F (brick) means the brick built houses, 
F (muddy) means the muddy houses, 
F (steel) means the steel built houses, 
F (stone) means the stone built houses. 
The soft set (F, A) is the collection of approximations as below: 
(F, A) = {brick built houses = 4, muddy houses = 4, steel built houses = 4, 
stone built houses = 4) 
Here, (F, A) is NULL soft set. 
DEFINITION 2.8. ABSOLUTE SOFT SET. A soft set (F,A) over U is said to be absolute soft set 
denoted by a, if V e E A, F(E) = U. 
Clearly, AC = d, and Qpc = A. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Suppose that, 
U is the set of wooden houses under consideration; 
B is the set of parameters. 
Let there be five houses in the universe U given by 
U= {hl,&,h3rh4,&} and B = {not brick; not muddy; not steel; not stone}. 
The soft set (G, B) describes the “construction of the houses”. The soft sets (G, B) is defined 
as 
G (not brick) means the houses not built by brick, 
G (not muddy) means the not muddy houses, 
G (not steel) means the houses not built by steel, 
G (not stone) means the houses not built by stone. 
The soft set (G, B) is the collection of approximations as below: 
(G, B) = {not brick built houses = {hl, h2, h3, h4,h5}, not muddy houses = {hl, h2, h3, hq, 
kg}. not steel built houses = {hl, ha, h3, hq, hs} , not stone built house = { hl , hz , h3, h4, hs} } 
The soft set (G, B) is the absolute soft set. 
By the suggestions given by Molodtsov in [7], we present the notion of AND and OR operations 
on two soft sets as below. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. AND OPERATION ON Two SOFT SETS. If (F, A) and (G, B) are two soft sets 
then “(F, A) AND (G, B)” denoted by (F, A) A (G, B) is defined by (F, A) A (G, B) = (H, .4 x B), 
where H(cY,,@ = F(a) n G(P), V(cq,B) E A x B. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Consider the soft set (F, A) which describes the “cost of the houses” and the soft 
set (G, B) which describes the “attractiveness of the houses”. 
Suppose that U = {hl, hz, h3, h4, h5, hc, h?, hs, hg. hlo}, A = {very costly; costly; cheap} and 
B = {beautiful; in the green surroundings; cheap}. 
Let F(very costly) = {hz, hd, h?, hg}, F(costly) = {hl, h3: hs}, F(cheap) = {hG, hg,hlo}, 
and G (beautiful) = { hz, h3, h7}, G (in the green surroundings) = { h5, he, hs}, G (cheap) = 
{hG,hg, hlo}. Then (F,A) A (G,B) = (H,A x B), w h ere H (very costly, beautiful) = {hz, h7}, 
H (very costly, in the green surroundings) = { hs}, H (very costly, cheap) = 4, H (costly, beauti- 
ful) = {hs}, H (costly, in the green surroundings) = {hs}, H (costly, cheap) = d, H (cheap, beau- 
tiful) = q5, H (cheap, in the green surroundings) = {he}, H (cheap. cheap) = { hg, hg: hlo}. 
DEFINITION 2.10. OR OPERATION ON Two SOFT SETS. If (F, -4) and (G, B) be two soft sets 
then “(F, A) OR (G, I?)” denoted by (F, A) V (G, El) is defined by (F, A) V (G, B) = (0. A x B). 
where, O(cr, fi) = F(cY) U G(p),V(a,p) E A x B. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Consider Example 2.7 above. We see that (F, A) V (G, B) = (O! A x B), where 
0 (very costly, beautiful) = { hz, h3, h4, h7, hs} , 0 ( ver costly, in the green surroundings) = {hz. I y 
h4rh5,hs,h7,&},0( Y ver costly, cheap) = {hz, h4, h6, h7, ha, hg, hlo}, 0 (costly, beautiful) = {hl, 
hz, hx, hg, h7}, 0 (costly, in the green surroundings) = (h.1, h3: hg, hb3, hs}, 0 (costly, cheap) = {hl, 
h3, h5, he, hg, hlo}, 0 (cheap, beautiful) = {hz, hz, he! h7, hg: hlo}, 0 (cheap, in the green surroun- 
dings) = {h5, hs, hs, hg, hlo, >, 0 (cheap, cheap) = {h6, hg. hlo). 
We see that the following DeMorgan’s types of results are true 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
(i) ((F, A) V (G, B))” = (F, A)” A (G, B)“. 
(ii) ((F, A) A (G, B))” = (F, A)” V (G, B)“. 
PROOF. 
(i) Suppose that (F, A) V (G, B) = (0, A x B). 
Therefore, ((F, A) V (G, B))” = (0, A x B)C = (O”, 1 (A x B)). Now, 
(F,A)c A (G,@” = (F",lA) A (G",lB), 
= (J,lAxl@, where J(z, y) = F”(z) n G”(y), 
= (J,l(A x B)). 
Now, take (~‘Y,J@ E](A x B). 
Therefore, 
0” (1%1/q = u - O(%P), 
= u - F’(a u W)I, 
= [u - F(a)] n [u - G(P)], 
=F”(p)nG”(1P), 
= J(l’y,lP). 
=+ 0” and J are same. Hence, proved. 
(ii) Suppose that (F, A) A (G, B) = (H, A x B). 
Therefore, ((F, A) A (G, B))” = (H, A x B)” = (H”, 1 (A x B)). 
Now, 
(F, A)” v (G, B)C = (F”! IA) v (G”, jB)> 
= (K, lAxlB), where K(z, y) = F”(z) u G”(y), 
= (K,l(A x B)). 
Now, take (lcy,],O) E](A x B) 
Therefore, 
H” (1qP) = u - H(a,D), 
= u - [F(a) n W)I, 
= [u - F(Q)] u F-J - W)I, 
=F”(p)uG”(1P), 
=qp>]P)’ 
=S HC and K are same. Hence, proved. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Union of two soft sets of (F, A) and (G, B) over the common universe U is 
the soft set (H, C), where C = AU B, and V e E C, 
H(e) = F(e), ifeEA-B, 
= G(e), ifeE B-A, 
= F(e) u G(e), ifeEAnB. 
We write (F, A)O(G, B) = (H, C). 
In the above example, (F, A)o(G, B) = (H, C), where H (very costly) = { hz , h4, h7, hs } , 
H (costly) = {hl, h, b), H (chew) = {b, hg, hlo), N @ eautiful) = {hz, h3, h7}, and H (in the 
green surroundings) = { h5, hg, hs}. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Intersection of two soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) over a common universe U is 
the soft set (H, C), h w ere C = An B, and VIE E C, H(e) = F(e) or G(e), (as both are same set). 
We write (F, A)fi(G, B) = (H, C). 
In the above example, intersection of two soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) is the soft set (H, C): 
where C = {cheap} and H(cheap) = (h6, hg, hlo}. 
The following results are obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(i) (F, A)a(F,A) = (F, A). 
(ii) (F, A)/i(F, A) = (F, A). 
(iii) (F, A)ij@ = a’, where Cp is the null soft set. 
(iv) (F, A)?@ = @. 
(v) (F,A)lliA = A, h w ere A is the absolute soft set. 
(vi) (F, A)iiA = (F, A). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
(i) ((F, A)o(G, B))” = (F, A)“a(G, B)C. 
(ii) ((F, A)ri(G, B))” = (F, A)Vi(G, B)“. 
PROOF. 
(i) Suppose that (F, A)O(G, B) = (H, A U B), where 
H(O) = F(Q), ifa!EA-B, 
= G(a), ifcuE B-A, 
= F(a) u G(a), ifaEAflB. 
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Therefore, 
((F, A)O(G, B))” = (H, A u B)C, 
= (H”,]AulB). 
Now, HC(,a) = U - H(a), Via E]Au]B. 
Therefore, 
H” (1”) = F” (10) 3 if 10 E~A-~B, 
=GC(p)r if 1~ E~B-]A, 
= FC (p) u GC(,a), if 1cx ~lAn]i?. 
Again, 
(F, A)%(G, B)C = (FC,lA)O(GC, lB), 
= (K,~A'J~B), (say), 
where, 
K(p) = q4, if 1~ E~A-~B, 
= G”(p), if ICY E]B-]A, 
= FC(l~) u G”(p), if Icy E]A~I]B. 
+ H” and K are same. Hence, proved. 
(ii) Suppose that ((F, A)ii(G, B)) = (H, A IT B). 
Therefore, ((F, A)ii(G, B))C = (HC, 1AnlB). 
Now, 
(F,A)%(G,B)” = (Fc,lA)ri(GC,jB), 
= (KlAW4, say 
where, V~CI E (]AnlB), we have 
K(lcx) = FC (1~) or GC (ICY), 
= F(Q) or G(a), where 01 E An B, 
= H(a), 
= HC(p). 
+ K and HC are same function. Hence, proved. 
The following propositions are straight forward and so stated below without proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If (F, A), (G, B), and (H, C) are three soft sets over U, then 
(i) (F, A)fi((G, B)fi(H, C)) = ((F, APXG, B))a(H, G), 
(ii) (F, A)fi((G, B)fi(H, G)) = ((F, AP(G, B))fi(H, G), 
(iii) (F, A)fi((G, B)ii(H, C)) = ((F, A)fi(G, B))fi((F, A)o(H, C)), 
(iv) (F, A)fi((G, B)WH, C)) = ((F, A)fi(G, B))a((F, A)fi(H, C)). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If (F, A), (G, B), and (H, C) are three soft sets over U, then 
0) (E A) V ((G, B) V (H, C)) = ((F, A) V (G, B)) V (H, C), 
(ii) (F, A) A ((G, B) A (H, C)) = ((F, A) A (G, B)) A (H, C), 
(iii) (F, A) V ((G, B) A (H, C)) = ((F, A) V (G, B)) A ((F, A) V (H, C)), 
(iv) (F, A) A ((G, B) V (H, C)) = ((F, A) A (G, B)) V ((F, A) A (H, C)). 
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3. CONCLUSION 
Molodtsov [7] initiated the concept of soft set theory, givin g several applications in various 
directions. Our work in this paper is completely theoretical. We have defined the operations 
AND, OR, union, intersection of two soft sets, supported by examples. We have proved some 
propositions on soft set operations. 
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